
Anger is a frightening emotion. Like some subterranean god of war, it can burble up at a
moment’s notice, ready to lash out not only at enemies but at friends, even loved ones. Anger
acted out with the violence that anger implores can do sudden, irreparable harm to
communities, careers, and relationships. We know how damaging and destructive
uncontrolled anger can be because we’ve seen its effects from our own hands and the hands
of others.

No wonder, then, that the Bible says to rid oneself of all
anger and rage. And that wise counsel is certainly worth
pursuing. Don’t stoke the fires of anger. The moment you
hear yourself reciting thoughts that lead to anger, turn those
thoughts toward biblical injunctions. Remember that poking a
hole in a dam brings forth a drowning gusher. Remember not
to judge, lest God judge you with equal measure. Remember
the power of mercy and grace, putting that positive power to

work rather than releasing anger’s uncontrolled and negative power. Above all, remember
how Jesus turned aside from anger to accept a punishment he in no measure deserved.
Remember what that unparalleled act of mercy and grace did for us.

We only wish, though, it were that easy: a snap of the fingers, and anger is gone, right? For
most of us, getting rid of anger doesn’t happen that easily. Instead of pushing away anger, we
push it down deeper into our souls where it stokes flames of bitterness and resentment. If
that’s your dilemma that your anger continues to smolder, corrupting your relationships and
soul, then try another biblical pattern. Turn your anger into passion for a righteous cause.
Though he faced a sibling offense as great as one could imagine, Joseph didn’t smolder over
it. He instead turned his fire toward ordering a household, prison, and kingdom. And in the
end, he stood victorious over his sibling offenders.

Jesus, too, felt anger. He was, after all, fully human. Jesus showed us the things that should
anger us, not petty offenses to our own pride but big things like the death sentence that hangs
over humanity apart from him. Jesus got angry when religious leaders tried to keep the
broken from coming to him. He showed his anger at the self-righteous, those who cheated the
worshipers in his Father’s house, and those who kept the little children from him. But
whenever Jesus exhibited his anger, he did so in fully controlled fashion, illustrating, teaching,
informing, protecting. Jesus’s anger never damaged persons or destroyed lives. He struck his
greatest human enemy Saul blind only briefly and only to make him his greatest apostle.

So, what do we do with our anger? Yes, we rid ourselves of it rather than stoke it. But when it
persists, we ask Jesus’s help to bend it into channels of righteous work out of which Jesus
saves the world. When the world is dying, filled with people marching unwittingly toward their
eternal death, our anger has only one worthy use: to remove every impediment for the world’s
salvation. Turn your anger into passion for the Great Commission. Join the Lord’s army,
where anger is a powerful but sheathed sword.


